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An evasion game with many pursuers governed by kth order differential 
equations on the plane is considered. A sufficient condition for “evasion along each 
trajectory of a certain set” is established. This result generalizes the main result of 
W. Rzymowski [J. Differential Equalions 62 (1986), 334-3561 and shows the con- 
nection between evasion in the simple motion case and that in the case when k > 2. 
The method used here is analogous to that of W. Rzymowski [above] and 
W. Rzymowski [Disserlationes Math. (Rozprawy Mar.) CCXLVII (1986)]. The 
paper summarizes the main results of P. Borbwko and W. Rzymowski [J. Math. 
Anal. Appl. 111 (1985), 535-5461, W. Rzymowski [above], and W. Rzymowski 
[J. Math. Anal. Appl. 120 (1986), 89-941. 0 1988 Academic press, IX 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Notation 
Throughout this paper we will use the following notation. For m E N and 
a, b E IV’ we denote by ((I, b ) the Euclidean scalar product of the vectors 
u, b and by J(all = (a, u)“* the norm of the vector a. Next, let 
s= {CXE Iw*: lltlll = l}. 
The family of all non-empty and compact subsets of IV’ will be denoted by 
comp( Rm). 
For A. Bc R” we introduce the notation 
conv A denotes the closed convex hull of the set A, Int A denotes 
the interior of A, 
A-B={uEA:u#B}. 
Finally, for a given set WC R”, denote by W, the set of all measurable 
functions w : [t, 00 ) + W. 
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For a function u E W,‘;;(Q) and a set E such that i? c Q, let 
F(u; E) = J/(x, u, Vu) dx. 
A function u E W:;:(B) is a local minimum for F if for every rp E W’,p(f2) 
with compact support contained in 52 we have 
6~; SUPP cp) < F(u + cp; SUPP cp). 
It follows from Theorem 2.2, Chapter VII of [G] and Lemma 6.2 in [LU, 
p. 851, that if u is a local minimum for F, there are constants c1 E (0, l] and 
d > 0 depending on n, p, A, A, and a such that 
(1.2) 
for p < R. Here B,(x,) and B,(x,) are concentic balls centered at X~E Q 
and &,(x0) c Q. Thus u is locally Holder continuous. 
From now on we impose the following additional conditions on f, 
for every (x, z) E Q x R, f(x, a, h) is twice differentiable in 
h and 
v~(E+ lh12)p’2-1 ItI* < f D&+f-(x, z, h) tit’ 
i,j= 1 
<v,(E+ lh12)p’2p1 l<l* 
for all 5, h E Iw”, where 0 < v0 d vi ; 
there exists a bounded continuous increasing function o(t) 
with a(O) = 0 such that 
F2) 
(F3) 
for all x, x’ E 52, z, z’ E R, and h E [w”. 
We phrase our Theorems 1 and 2 in the language of Morrey and 
Campanato spaces. See Chapter III of [G] for basic definitions and facts 
concerning these spaces. In particular, we use Campanato’s theorem 
Tp-1(52) E Ca(Q) for n <I < n +P, 
I-n a=- (1.3) 
P 
when Q is a Lipschitz domain. 
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THEOREM 1. Let u E W’*p(sZ) be a local minimum for F, where F satisfies 
(Fl), (F2), and (F3). Let Q’ be a Lipschitz domain such that fi’c Q, Then, 
(i) for each t E [0, n), Vu E Lp,“-‘(Q’); 
(ii) UC dpn/(n-1),n+(1-r/P)(nl(n-11))(8’); 
(iii) for each 0 <v] < 1, u E C4(Q’). 
Remark. The norms ~IVU[~~,~-~~~~, and llull ~n/(n-Ll,n+(L-r/p)(n/ln-l)l(~‘) depend 
on d(sZ’, X9), on the function fl given in (F3), on t, 1, /i, n, p, a, v,, v2, and 
on Ilull w~.p(n). 
THEOREM 2. In the situation of Theorem 1 assume in addition that 
o(t) < ct6 for some c > 0, 6 > 0. Then, 
(i) there exists a number A,, 0 < A0 <p, such that Vu E Yfi”+ “O(Q’); 
(ii) uEC1+P(Q’)forsome/3,0<~61. 
Remark. The numbers ,I,, and fi= A,/p depend on A, A, vO, v,, n, p, d, 
and 5. The norm I(VUII~~.~+~~~,) depends also on d(Q’, X2) and Ilull wl,P(nj. 
2. PROOFS 
We begin by considering the Euler equation when I is independent of x 
and u, 
div G(Vu) = 0. (2.1) 
We assume that A(0) = 0, that A is differentiable with respect to h E Iw” 
and for h, < E R” and a.e. x E Q 
and 
yO(e+ lh~2)p’2-’ IQ*< i DhjA’(h) <‘<‘, 
i,j= 1 
(Ql) 
IDhjAi(h)l < yl(s + lh12)p’2- ‘. (Q2) 
Here 0 < E < 1 and y,, and y1 are positive constants. 
Let B, so that Kc Q and ge C@(aB,), 0 </I < 1. It is classical [GT, 
Chap. 13; DB, Lemma 5.13 that the problem 
div A(Vu) = 0 in B, 
(2.2) u=g in aB, 
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has a unique solution u E C ‘(BR) n C@(K). Moreover, by the maximum 
principle 
osc( 24, BR) < osc(g, dBR). (2.3) 
The next two estimates are crucial in our proofs. They follow from 
[L, DB] (for a detailed proof see [Ml). There exist constants 
C=C(p,y,/y,,n) andcr=cl(p,y,/y,,n), 0~~61 such that 
Wf’” + Ivu12)p~2d; J (E + IVu12y’* dx, 
BR 
and 
oscm B,)<C(sllll Ivq;) (2.5) 
for all p < R. 
The last tool we need is the following simple iteration lemma, due to 
Campanato and Morrey, that we take from [GGl 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let rp > 0 be a nondecreasing function satisfying 
for p < R < R, and for certain positive constants A, B, ~1, and /? with b c IX. 
There exists &, = 6,(A, CI, fi) such that if 6 < 6, 
CP(P)GC $ ’ MR)+BRBl 
0 
for p < R < R0 and a constant C = C(A, a, 8). 
Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from (1.2) that there exist R, > 0 and 
Ci > 0 depending only on n, p, A, A, a, and d(Q’, 852) such that for x0 E 52’ 
we have 
b(xo) - u(x)1 < C, R” (2.6) 
for XEB, and R<R,. 
Let f O(h) = f(x,, u(x,), h) and 
F’(v; E) = j f ‘(Vu) dx 
E 
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for E c 8 and u E H”vP(!J). Let u be the unique local minimum for F” in BR 
such that u= u on 8B,. Then o is the unique solution of the Dirichlet 
problem 
div(V, f ‘(Vu)) = 0 
u=u on aB,. 
(2.7) 
Define A: R” + R” by A(h) = (V,f’)(h), so that Ai(h)=D,,fo(h). Since 
the matrix DhjA’(h) is symmetric, condition (F2) implies that the equation 
in (2.7) satisifies conditions (Q 1) and (Q2) with y. = v. and y, = vr . 
Therefore by (2.2) and (2.3) the problem (2.7) has a unique solution 
u E C ‘( BR) n Ca(q), and 
“B”,” u GOSC lA (2.8) BR 
Write U= u +o (note that this decomposition depends on R). To 
estimate Vu we will use (2.4) and (2.5). For Vo, we have the following 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a bounded continuous increasing function a*(t) 
which satisfies a(O) = 0, and R, > 0 depending on n, p, 1, A, a, vo, v,, and 
d(Q’, 852) such that for R < R, and x0 E LY 
jB, lVolPdx<o,(R) is, (1 + IVU~*)~‘*~X. 
Moreover, if the function o(t) appearing in (F3) satisfies o(t) < ct6, then 
a*(t) < c’t” where c’ and 6’ depend on c, 6, and the previous constants. 
Assume for now this lemma; we then finish the proof of the theorem. We 
need only to prove (i), since (i) implies (ii) by the Sobolev-Poincare 
inequality and (ii) implies (iii) by (1.3). 
From (2.4) it follows, for a constant co = c,(p, vI/vo, n), that 
(E + IVul 2)p’2 dx (2.9) 
for p < R 6 R,, R, given by Lemma 3.2. We will follow the custom of 
calling Co a constant, depending only on p, vI/vo, and n, whose value may 
change from formula to formula. From (2.9) and Lemma 2.2 we deduce 
f 
(E + IVul 2)p’2 dx < Co 
[(i>“+‘*(R)] 1.,x,, 
(1 + IVuj*)p’* dx. (2.10) 
B,(w) 
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Since 0 d E G 1, clearly (2.10) gives 
s (E + [Vu/ 2)P’2 dx B&d 
(E+ IVU~~)~‘~+ C,R”-‘. (2.11) 
Let q(t) = jBrcx,,) (E + IVU~~)~‘~ dx and apply Lemma 2.1 with R2 such that 
C,a,(R,) < 6,. We then have 
(E + lVu12)P’2 dx < Cl 
0 {J 
f ‘-I (E+IVUJ~)~‘~~~+C~R”-~ 
BR(.w) 
(2.12) 
for p d R < R2. Here C, depends on Co and r. The conclusion now follows 
from (2.12). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. By (1.3), (ii) follows from (i). To prove (i), choose 
R, as in Lemma 2.2 and let 
4x0, R)=$ j (1 + lVu[ 2)p’2 dx. 
B&o) 
For 0 < r <n Theorem 1 yields C, < co such that 
A(x,, R) < CIR-’ for RgR,. (2.13) 
On the other hand if p < R/2 it follows from (2.5) and (2.4) that 
s P 0 
Pa 
W(x) - (W,+(xJ dx G C, - R p”A(xo, RI. 
(2.14) 
M-m) 
Denote W)Bpcxo, by c. From (2.14) and Lemma 2.2 we deduce, for p < R/2, 
[Vu(x) - cJp dx < C, 
Pa 
p”A(x,, R) + R”+s’A(xo, R) 1 . 
Combine this estimate with (2.6) and set p = $R’ +‘, 8 > 0 to be specified 
later to obtain 
s IVu(x)-clJ’dx<C,[R”+“B+pr0+R”+6’-T]. (2.15) &(~a) 
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Choose 19 = 6’/(n +pcc) and T <pcr& From (2.15), 
I ~vu(x)-c~pdx~c~p”+~o, (2.16) 3(x0) 
where A0 = (pct0 - r)/( 1 + (3) > 0. Since we always have for arbitrary c E R” 
I IWX) - (WBp(xo) l  d  < C, s, (xo) IV+) - clp dx, B&o) P 
the theorem follows from (2.16). 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Following [GGl] we start with 
fO(W -fW) = (V,fOW), Vu) 
+jl (l-t)(D;f”(tVu+(l-t)Vu)Vw,Vo)dt 
0 
which follows easily by integration by parts. Integrate over B,, use the fact 
that w  E W$p(B,), v is a solution of (2.7), and property (F2) to obtain 
FO( u; BR) - FO(o; BJJ 
2 vo s I ’ (l-t)(.s+~tV~+(l-~)Vu(~)~‘~-- IVw12drdx. (2.17) BR 0 
The following inequality is elementary 
I I ’ (l-t)(~+~tV~+(l-~)Vu~~)~‘~--~V~(~dx BR 0 
X(p) j (~+IVu(~+lVul~)~‘~-~ IVo12dx, (2.18) 
BR 
where C(p) is a constant depending only on p. On applying this inequality 
to (2.17) we have 
5 (E+ IVul’+ lV~l~)p’~-- IVw12dx BR 
+j {FO(v Bi?) - FO(v; RI?)}. 
0 
(2.19) 
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We now estimate the right side. Adding and subtracting F(u; BR) and using 
property (F3) we obtain 
F’(u; BR) - F’(u; BR) 
<s;~ 41x-x,1 + lu(x)-u(x,)l) fBR (1 + IVU~*)~‘~ dx 
+s~u~p~(lx-x~~ + lu(x)-u(x)l) fBR (1 + IVu12)p’2dx. (2.20) 
From (2.6) and (2.8), after replacing u by u - w  in the second term of the 
right hand side, we deduce the existence of bounded continuous increasing 
functions o,(t) and o,(f) with o,(O)= a,(O)=O, such that for R< R. we 
have 
I (E+~VU(~+IVU~~)~‘*--~ IVwl*dx BR 
<go(R) j (1 + lVu12)p’2dx+01(R) s,. lVwlpdx. (2.21) 
BR 
If p > 2, p/2 - 1 > 0, so choosing RI so that ol(R,) < $ the lemma follows. 
For 1 < p < 2 we proceed as follows, 
(E + Ivul* + Ivul*)p’* < 3(& + lvu12)p’2-1 (E + Ivul*) 
+ 3(&+ Ivul*+ Ivuly--l Ivwl*, 
s 
(&+ IVzQ+ Ivul*)p’*<3 
I 
(E + lV~l*)~‘* dx + 3ao(R) 
BR B.Q 
.j 
BR 
(l+IV~I*)~‘*dx+3q(R)j lVolpdx, 
BR 
and 
IVolP< (E + lvul* + lvul*)p’*. 
Choose R; so that 3a,(R;) < f to obtain 
fBR (cc+ IVu[*+ lVv12)p’2dx<(6+60,,(R)) s,. (1 + IVu12)p’2dx (2.22) 
for R < RI. Now, write 
IVwlP= {(&+ IVul2+ Ivul*)p’2-1 Ivol*}p’* {&+ IVu12+ lvul*}(‘-p’2)(p’*) 
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and use Holder’s inequality with exponents 2/p, 2/(2 -p) to deduce 
s lVwlPdx< q)(r) [ (l+ IvU12)P’2dx BR i BR 
+ o,(R) jBR (E + lVu12 + IVOI~)~‘~ dx} 
P/2 
1 -PI2 
(E+ IVul’+ IVu12)p’2dx 
which, together with (2.22), implies the lemma with 
o,(R) = c,,(R)~‘~ (6 + 6ao(R))‘-“” + c,(R)~‘~ 6(1 + a,(R)). i 
3. FINAL REMARKS 
(a) An important class of functionals with E = 0 is given by setting 
f(x, h) = (t(x) h, h)““, (3.1) 
where z(x) is an n x n symmetric matrix satisfying 
a Ih12<(t(x)h,h)<B IhI2 
for all h E R”. Here 0 c a <b are constants independent of x. When 7(x) is 
the identity matrix the Euler equation of the functional associated with 
(3.1) is the p-Laplace equation, and for appropriate 7 and p = n the com- 
ponents of a quasiregular mapping are minima of the corresponding 
functional [GLM]. On applying Theorem 2 to (3.1) it follows that a 
quasiregular mapping with Holder continuous distortion must be in the 
class C I*‘, extending a theorem of Iwaniec [I] to whom we refer for details 
on the analytical theory of quasiregular mappings. 
(b) Consider the quasilinear elliptic equation 
div A(x, U, Vu) = B(x, u, VU) (3.2) 
in an open set Qc R”, n 22. Suppose that IAl N lVulp and that IBI is 
dominated by IVulp, 1 <p < co. The method of proof of Theorems 1 and 2 
can be adapted to show that if A is Holder continuous with respect to 
(x, u) and u is a weak solution of (3.2), UE Wii$(Q) n L”(Q), then u has 
indeed locally Holder continuous first derivatives. If A is merely con- 
tinuous it can be shown that u is locally Holder continuous with exponent 
p, for any 0 < p < 1. For details we refer to [M]. 
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This result extends the work of DiBenedetto [DB] and Tolksdorff [T] 
who considered the case A E C’. Our proof is more direct, and avoids 
complications such as existence and uniqueness “in the small” and 
approximation arguments which arise when results are obtained by 
differentiating (3.2); both [DB, T] differentiated their equation. 
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